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Announcements

Final is scheduled for Apr 21, 2pm – 5pm
• Format will be similar to the midterm – more 

details next week.

Please take advantage of:
• Past exams

• Review sessions and review tutorials

• Office hours
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Recursion

Recursion is when a method calls itself.

How do you solve a problem, assuming that you 
already know how to solve a simpler version of 
this problem?
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Typical Components

Recursive functions have two typical 
components:

1. Base case(s)
Easy to solve directly. e.g., factorial(1)

2. Recursive or inductive step

Solve an easier version of this problem first, then use that 
result to solve the overall problem.

e.g., n * factorial(n – 1)
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recursive call



This Class

More complex examples where thinking about 
things in terms of recursion makes a lot more 
sense.

This material is advanced, and not testable.
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EDIT DISTANCE

Measuring how close you are to your cat
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The Code of Life

DNA is made up of units called nucleotides

They come in 4 varieties:
A – adenine

T – thymine

C – cytosine

G – guanine
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DNA in an Organism

Think of the genetic make-up of an organism as 
a sequence of nucleotides

ATCTTTAAGCGTATGATCGTACGTAGCTAG

• They can be grouped into codons, genes, 
chromosomes, etc.

• Life works in base 4!

When new cells are created, its base sequence is 
copied from an existing cell(s).
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Genetic Mutations

Sometimes, the copying isn't perfect, so that the 
new cell is different from the old cell.

• Usually, nothing bad happens

Sometimes, this has an effect on the organism:
• Could be beneficial or harmful
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Computational Problem

How do we determine how close two sequences 
of DNA are?

• This helps us figure out how related two 
organisms are.

• e.g., find different variants of a gene; reconstruct 
phylogenetic tree of life
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Globin Alignment

Letter represent amino acids.
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CLUSTAL: a package for performing multiple sequence alignment on a microcomputer.
Desmond G. Higgins and Paul M. Sharp 
Gene. 73 (1988) 237-244 



Levenshtein Edit Distance

CTAAGAG vs. CTAGAG (deletion)

CTAAGAG vs. CTAAGGAG (insertion)

CTAAGAG vs. CTAAGAT (substitution/mutation)

Each operation adds 1 to the overall distance
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Example 2: Spell Checking

Edit distance can be applied to other problems 
as well!

e.g., spell checker – get possible candidate 
corrections when you type something like 
porgarmming or recrsion
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Edit Distance Examples

ATC ATC 0

ATC TTC 1 (one substitution)

ATC A 2 (two deletions)

ATC TCG 2 (1 insertion, 1 deletion)

Note that we use the minimum distance, so the 
last case has distance 2 (not 3, from 3 
substitutions)
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Exercise

Compute (by hand) the edit distance between 
these pairs:

ACT , ACT

GCGAT , GGGTC

AC , GTA

GG , CCCC
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Recursive Algorithm – Base Cases

What do we know about dist(a, b) for sequences 
a and b?

1. dist(a,b) is 0 if and only if a and b are equal.

2. If a is an empty string, dist(a,b) is the length of b.

3. If b is an empty string, dist(a,b) is the length of a.

These are all base cases!
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Recursive Step?

Define size of problem as a.length() + b.length().

As long as we rewrite dist(a,b) in terms of a 
problem with a smaller size, we'll eventually get 
to 0, which we know how to solve.
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Observation

We can break it down in terms of whether the 
first letter of a and b match:

1. The first letter of a and b match.

2. The first letter of a and b don't match.
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First Letter Matches

If they match, compute the distance between 
the rest of a and b.

if (a.charAt(0) == b.charAt(0)) {

return dist(a.substring(1), b.substring(1));

}
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Deletion

If the first letter doesn’t match, there are three 
possibilities:

1. Delete first letter from a; compute 
dist(a.substring(1), b) deletion

e.g.,
a b

GATTTC -> ATTTC

Compare a[1:] to b:

• dist(ATTTC, ATTTC) is 0, so dist(GATTTC, ATTTC) is 1.
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Insertion

2. Delete first letter from b; compute                
dist(a, b.substring(1)) insertion

e.g.
a b

CGC -> ACCC

Compare a to b[1:]:

• dist(CGC, CCC) is 1, so dist(CGC, ACCC) is 2.
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Substitution

3. Replace a.charAt(0) with b.charAt(0); compute 
dist(a.substring(1), b.substring(1))

substitution

e.g.
a b

CTTA -> ATTAA

Compare a[1:] to b[1:]:

• dist(TTA, TTAA) is 1, so dist(CTTA, ATTAA) is 2.
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First Letter Doesn’t Match

Each of these three options counts as an extra 
step, so add 1 to the cost:
if (a.charAt(0) != b.charAt(0)) {

return 1 + min(

dist(a.substring(1), b),

dist(a, b.substring(1)),

dist(a.substring(1), b.substring(1)));

}
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Putting It Together

Let's put all of these parts together.
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